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Season 6, Episode 6
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Das Boot



Time is running out for Jeremy as Elena and Gail's marriage is imminent. However, he thinks there may be a way to get Gail off the scene and win Elena back. Meanwhile Mark, although conflicted about becoming a father, is worried that Jeff is becoming a potential rival dad. He decides that he's going to learn to drive so that he can take Sophie to the hospital when the baby arrives. Sophie is delighted, but learning to drive doesn't prove that easy.
Quest roles:
Olivia Colman(Sophie Chapman), Matt King(Super Hans), Neil Fitzmaurice(Jeff Heaney), Emily Bruni(Gail Huggins), Jim Howick(Gerard Matthew), Vera Filatova(Elena), Will Beer(Driving Instructor), Mark Kempner(Driving Test Examiner), Endy McKay(Lisa)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
23 October 2009, 00:00
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